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Four highly successful
titles; the ﬁfth and the sixth
books of the series are
about to be completed.

ERIC AND LUNA IN THE DRAGONS' LAND
Fiamma is a dragon puppy that lives in Focolandia, inside the crater of an
extinguished volcano, together with the last colony of red dragons that
survived the extinction. Once she ﬁnds out that humans are threatening
her species, the only chance to survive is to seek help from Chinese
dragons: numerous and powerful. She sets out on an arduous journey
during which she bumps into two kids; Eric and Luna, and other
characters. It is a fascinating novel that goes straight to the heart of young
readers.

ERIC AND LUNA AND THE DRAGONS' BATTLE
Eric and Luna in the dragons' land has thrilled many fans and readers, so
the saga continues. Fuocoso and Spinoso are trying to hinder Dragon,
nominated heir to the throne by Bruciore. They lean for support on
Nerone, ferocious king of Black Dragons. However, they discover their
evil plan and ﬁght to contrast the powers of evil and to ensure harmony
among dragons. Faithful allies will not be missing, such as Varani lead by
Varanidio and the whales headed by Onda Blu. It is an exciting and
sensitive adventure, a hymn to the real values of friendship and loyalty.
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ERIC AND LUNA AND THE LONG ROAD BACK
The third exciting novel about Eric and Luna's adventures; it's time for
Eric, Luna, Fiamma and Anton to guide the monitor lizards home:
Komodo Island. The path is full of dangers, and there are many obstacles
to overcome. The help of many dragons and other creatures is necessary
to complete the mission and to try to reach their destination safe and
sound.

ERIC AND LUNA IN THE DRAGONS' LAND
Fiamma is a dragon puppy that lives in Focolandia, inside the crater of an
extinguished volcano, together with the last colony of red dragons that
survived the extinction. Once she ﬁnds out that humans are threatening
her species, the only chance to survive is to seek help from Chinese
dragons: numerous and powerful. She sets out on an arduous journey
during which she bumps into two kids; Eric and Luna, and other
characters.
It is a fascinating novel that goes straight to the heart of young readers.
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